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(Extract from Numerus – http://numerus.free.fr) FATHER TIME...



To spend some years of reflex ion in the pyramids field necessarily results in rising of many questions in various orientations. Time is one of these. The Pyramids' existence since 4700 years raises the question of the duration. The mummification asks those of the becoming of the man and his beliefs. Constructions asks those of knowledge. In regard of our education and from our references we consider that time is something which is flowing linearly since a moment of origin, perhaps the "big-bang ", towards an end which will never arrive and which we have named eternity. Science states the principle of relativity which forces us to renounce at the absolute character of time. Relativity which applies itself in various reference systems. (Note: For what follows I speak only in one time reference system. The events occur at the same place, in a unique reference system). We daily measure time by means of various metronomes such as sidereal time for the day, the hours... Other metronomes such as the vibration of the atom give us the atomic time... The processor of the machine on which I write these lines uses another frequency which we compare with our standard reference time, in comparison with the standards that we issued. This to say that there are various metronomes as well for living organism as for the matter itself. It is thus logical to wonder about what it could be for the alive, animal or plant life. For living organism each one knows the example of ephemera, insect whose cycle of life is only one day or two whereas the dog has a cycle of about fifteen years and approximately eighty for the human. Their organizations use however identical components and they are in the same space-time reference system. Despite these differences in duration compared to our own appreciation of time, each one of them will have the impression to have lived a life with an important capital time.



Regarding the plant life the variations are even more significant if one thinks for example at the sequoias of which the lifespan can reach two thousand of our years... However the great metronome (that which is located on a common scale for example to the three quoted species), cosmic or atomic it will have been the same one for all. Thus we do not vibrate with the same frequencies. Each animal or vegetable species (and certainly in the same way for mineral) undoubtedly has a frequency which is clean for him and which interferes on its perceptions and behaviours. The hummingbird with its wings ultra fast beat or the fly do not have the same visions, reflexes and behaviors than a bear or an elephant. Concerning the human, one can also ask the question to know if the frequency is the same one for all of us. For example, certain populations of Peru have one lifespan abnormally different from that of the others. Then the question remains of knowing what is the relation between the frequency of the metronome of the human and that of the universal one? On the earth and its reference system, do the elapsed time from the " big-bang " to our days represent only one beat of this universal metronome or at contrary an infinity? If time is not stable and immutable and looks like the matter whose stable mass can only vary at speeds close to the light... and if it is thus and the time immutable, then it would be the opposite of the perception which we have of it. (Transformations of Lorentz and dilation of time). If one took for hypothesis that the great universal metronome is only at the first part of its first and unique beat, (why not?) all the human knowledge of the history of the time and of the space dimension could, for example, be summarized to a tiny flash spark which would have taken place in another universe reference with a longer frequency and than we perceive like eternity. But this other reference universe would thus have a beginning and an end. Eternity would then have also in this case a beginning and an end. This to say that these great mysteries are only the consequence of our incapacity to understand reality. To understand and know these various frequencies which control us and define us in the Earth reference system would be perhaps a good approach to apprehend what is the life and its truth. Becoming aware of this fact already allows us at minima to better perceive our environment in the world of the alive one.



In the mineral world, why the various components would not vibrate at frequencies which for us would seem close to an eternity but would generate the metamorphoses as for the alive one? Birth, life and death of the universes. Our molecular physical components are "eternal" compared to the definition of Lavoisier and of the physics. Our alive would, what we are, could it be only vibrations and their frequencies a determining factor? Life sense, knowledge and beliefs? __________________



Note: To this text written before the year 2003, I add during 2018 the following additional remarks:



Would it still be necessary to define beforehand the meaning and the definition of the word "Life" ... My personal definition is: "The ability of a plant animal or other organism to perpetuate itself to persist." What would be the motive? Life leads to such growth over time that it has no other way out than to disappear. The multiplication of the human man, for example, and it is already observed, engenders a struggle and predation of the other resources which are indispensable to him for "living" and which will inevitably prove insufficient to finally lead to his disappearance. Creationism if one is a believer, as well as evolutionism or our current sciences do not answer this question for what we call "the living". What about "matter" that we perceive as inert? The life of a star is counted in billions of our years ... Our sun is a "yellow dwarf" type star, which represents about ten percent of what can be found in the Milky Way. A banal star altogether ... Their duration of existence is of the order of ten billion of our terrestrial years before starting to grow disproportionately by different successive phases during immense periods and to become "Red Giants". Our sun, for example, when it has completed its warming phase will swell up like a monstrous balloon that will completely engulf Mars, Venus, our earth before falling back on itself by a "little white dwarf" and then start again the phases of a new cycle, such as the supernova



observed in August 2011. 1 A new cycle can then start again. Reassure us, it's not for tomorrow. Out of the ten billion terrestrial years of probable life of our sun, we would be less than five and it would not have begun its own phase of warming which can also be counted in billions of terrestrial years. . We are here on scales of dimensions and time that have nothing in common with our usual references and our everyday perception. Our sun dominates by its mass and its gravitational force all the planets of the solar system. It is part of our galaxy, the "Milky Way" which for its part would have more than one hundred billion stars and would have a physical dimension of the order of a hundred thousand light years ... The speed of light being 299 792 458 meters per second, we can say that if its medium of propagation is the void, its dimension could be rounded to 9.500 billion kilometers. And galaxies like these, there would be billions in the Universe ... Their number remains unknown to this day. What give you dizzy! and will this boiling on the scale of the Universe last for how long? Universe which is of fixed or expanding dimensions? Did it have a beginning, for some the Big Bang? Will it have an end? Questions and answers that are not common and that are still the subject of great debate among astrophysicists. On the year 2003, I had preceded my conclusion with the words: Birth, life and death of the universes
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This star explosion occurred in galaxy M101, located in the constellation Ursa Major, at about 21 million lightyears (1 light-year = 9.460 billion km). the nearest supernova observed since 1986, called SN 2011fe. The observations confirmed that the explosion occurred within a two-star system, one of which was a white dwarf composed of oxygen and A white dwarf is an ultra-dense star-like residue, of which one spoonful of matter can weigh ten tons.
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